
From: Bill Rooney
To: "Walter Nelson"
Subject: RE: R07007 PV winter 08-09 data
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2009 3:10:00 PM
Attachments: PVP for R07007.pdf

Walter:
 
Attached is the PVP document. 
 
Besides the panicle and the grain color, the other distinctive character of this line is the amount and
angle of side branch tillering once the line is past initial culm maturity.  Compared to other sorghums,
this line produces prolific nodal tillers that grow out at a lower angle than most nodal tillers. We can
probably get some pics of this, but I'm sure that if you look you'll notice this characteristic as well. 
 
anything else, just let me know.
 
regards,
 
bill
Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151 

-----Original Message-----
From: Walter Nelson [mailto:wnelson@ceres.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 22, 2009 7:10 AM
To: Bill Rooney
Subject: RE: R07007 PV winter 08-09 data

Hi Bill,
 
Thanks for the plot maps yesterday.  We had a good field visit and definitely saw the differences
in expression between the hybrids. Will be interesting to see the data when it is ready.
 
Wanted to follow up on this PVP data (attached). Have you had a chance to review it and add
any insights to knowledge about the lines and hybrids? Please note Joe’s data request below for
the types of specifics he is especially interested in.
 
The IP guys would like to get this ASAP as the filing deadline is in a few weeks.
 
Thanks!
 
W
 

-----Original Message-----
From: Joseph Cahill 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2009 2:25 PM
To: Walter Nelson
Cc: Steven Bobzin; Mircea Achiriloaie
Subject: R07007 PV winter 08-09 data
 

mailto:wlr@tamu.edu
mailto:wnelson@ceres.net



















Walter,
 
Attached is the data Edgar collected in Puerto Vallarta for R07007.  As
discussed, when forwarding to Bill, please stress that if he is aware of
any traits that distinguish the variety beyond those listed, we would
greatly appreciate such insight.
 
There are four files in total.  Two to follow.
 
Yours truly,
 
Joe Cahill
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